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The Bloomberg Exchange Test 
System mitigates risk when  
data feeds change.
CHANGE IS CONSTANT
To operate efficiently, firms rely on business-critical enterprise applications fed by 
trusted real-time data. But global markets change continually—and these changes 
are often reflected in how exchanges and data vendors structure their data feeds.

Keeping pace with these changes can drain development resources within the 
firm. Change notices describe functional changes at a high level and may not 
encompass the underlying behavior logic. This puts firms at a disadvantage as 
developers recode enterprise applications to accommodate modified behavior 
logic or newly supported fields. Any misalignment with forthcoming changes 
can result in software that works improperly or behaves unexpectedly when feed 
updates go live.

EXCHANGE TEST SYSTEM ENSURES COMPATIBILITY
The Bloomberg Exchange Test System (BETS) addresses this issue, enabling 
firms to test applications against major functional changes from global exchanges 
in a pre-production environment that is available at no cost.

BETS is a dedicated user-acceptance testing (UAT) environment that replays both 
pre-production and production (T-5) data to help Bloomberg for Enterprise clients 
verify that applications are working properly before changes to feeds are released. 
This robust test infrastructure provides greater transparency into the implications 
of upcoming changes, enabling developers, market data business managers and 
others to reconfigure internal software more thoroughly. With the opportunity to 
evaluate application readiness with actual data, firms can mitigate operational risk, 
gain confidence in data quality and help ensure a smooth, seamless transition 
when data feed changes are applied.

BETS can be used to evaluate both exchange-driven feed changes as well as 
changes Bloomberg for Enterprise makes when expanding our portfolio of real-time 
content available through Platform Services. For example, clients can use BETS to 
evaluate pending changes to the Market Data Feed (B-PIPE) as well as enriched 
content, such as Bloomberg Close Price, Security Status 2.0 and others.

ENSURE READINESS
 •  Achieve greater transparency than 

change notices allow
 • Mitigate operational risks
 •  No entitlement identifiers (EID) 

checks
 • No fees
 • No billing
 • No usage reporting
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
To learn more about the Bloomberg Exchange Test System, visit  
bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.
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BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE
To succeed today, financial institutions must respond to challenges that are not 
addressed by traditional approaches. They require world-class solutions that 
integrate people, processes, information and technology for the front office, middle 
office and operations. Bloomberg partners with these institutions to protect and 
capitalize on data, manage risk, deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades of deep industry experience, 
Bloomberg creates real value through the use of innovative technology that turns 
data into a strategic asset. 

HIGH-TOUCH SUPPORT
Bloomberg has more than 30 years of customer service expertise. This distinctive 
high-touch support is a key component of BETS. Firms can expect responsive, 
coordinated service from a dedicated team that includes a Technical Account 
Manager (TAM) along with Implementation Specialists, Content Specialists and 
Developer Specialists.

EASY TO USE
BETS is designed to provide an efficient experience for developers tasked with 
updating enterprise applications. Your TAM will guide your team through the 
process of accessing BETS for specific development projects. There are no billing, 
metering, usage reporting or contractual requirements associated with BETS.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
For firms that use the Market Data Feed (B-PIPE), the only requirement is the 
standard appliance that is part of Platform Services. A separate instance of the 
Market Data Feed (B-PIPE) is required to receive pre-production data. For firms 
using Bloomberg data on platforms from third-party vendors, a Market Data 
Feed (B-PIPE) deployment or Internet connection may be used to access BETS. 
Clients will be able to access the BETS B-PIPE pre-production environment either 
from deployed software, deployed hardware or Internet connectivity. Managed 
Feed Adaptor clients who wish to access the BETS environment will require a 
dedicated, Bloomberg-provided server installed on the client site.

The Bloomberg Exchange Test 
System gives firms a reliable way to 
ensure application readiness prior 
to exchange- and Bloomberg-driven 
changes to real-time data.
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